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 U01150024D

   
ISO 5745 EN 60900081 EX

€Q.tà x conf.Cod.

 1 U00810103D

ISO 5746 EN 60900085 EX

€Q.tà x conf.Cod.

 1 U00850110D

 
ISO 5749 EN 60900087 EX

L
mm

2200 N/mm2

ø max mm
a

mm Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 140  1,4  17  1 U00870107D
 160  1,6  20  1 U00870108D

ISO 2380 EN 60900091

L
mm

axbxc
mm Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 0,4x2,5x75  169  1 U00910004D
 0,5x3x75  179  1 U00910005D
 0,6x3,5x100  204  1 U00910008D
 0,8x4x100  209  1 U00910009D
 1x5,5x125  234  1 U00910011D
 1,2x6,5x150  270  1 U00910013D

115 CP

L
mm

c
mm

b
mm

a
mm

�
gr Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 170  127  73  120  275  1

ISO 8764 DIN 5260091 PH

L
mmn°xa Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 0x75  179  1 U00910023D
 1x100  209  1 U00910025D
 2x125  245  1 U00910027D
 3x150  275  1 U00910029D

L
mm

� 1600 N/mm2

ø max mm
 160  1,6

L
mm

2100 N/mm2

ø max mm
 180  2,0

Curved pliers with extra-long half-round 
jaws
- Body curved with respect to the axis of the handle 

for a more comfortable front grip 
- Greater visibility to the task in hand 
- Knurled gripping surface: length 32 mm 
- Shaped jaws for perfect gripping even on round surfaces 
- Integrated cutter for hard wire 
- Box-joint with internal spring 
- Ergonomic handles sheathed in anti-slip material

Half-round extra-long nose pliers with 
straight jaws - 1000 V
- Suitable for gripping and cutting operations in 

precision engineering
- Pointed nose with knurled gripping surface
- Additional induction hardening on cutting edges
- Ideal to cut soft, semi-hard and hard wire
- Open hinge with forged joint
- Insulated ergonomic bimaterial grip
- Hanging holes at the ends for safety lock systems
- Protective enamelled finish
- Each one is tested according to the European standard 

EN 60900 to ensure safe work
- IMQ Certification

Combination pliers - 1000 V
- Nose with knurled inner surface to grip flat 

material 
- Knurled gripping area to hold round material
- Additional induction hardening on cutting edges
- Ideal to cut soft, semi-hard and hard wire
- Open hinge with forged joint
- Insulated ergonomic bimaterial grip
- Hanging holes at the ends for safety lock systems 
- Protective enamelled finish
- Each one is tested according to the European standard 

EN 60900 to ensure safe work
- IMQ Certification

Diagonal cutting nippers -  
1000 V
- Lengthened and pointed head
- Clean and precise cut even on the extremities of 

cutting edges
- Additional induction hardening on cutting edges
- Ideal to cut soft, semi-hard and hard wire
- Fulcrum closer to the cutting edge to reduce effort during 

cutting operations
- Open hinge with forged joint 
- Insulated ergonomic bimaterial grip
- Hanging holes at the ends for safety lock systems
- Protective enamelled finish
- Each one is tested according to the European standard 

EN 60900 to ensure safe work
- IMQ Certification

Screwdrivers for slot-head screws - 
1000 V
- Silicon, Manganese and Molybdenum steel blade 

with phosphatized finish
- Insulated ergonomic three-material grip with soft coating, 

resistant to oils and chemicals
- Colour code on the handle to identify the different shapes
- Each screwdriver is tested according to the European 

standard EN 60900 to guarantee safe working
- IMQ Certification

Screwdrivers for PHILLIPS® screws - 
1000 V
- Silicon, Manganese and Molybdenum steel blade 

with phosphatized finish
- Insulated ergonomic three-material grip with soft coating, 

resistant to oils and chemicals
- Colour code on the handle to identify the different shapes
- Each one is tested according to the European standard 

EN 60900 to ensure safe work
- IMQ Certification
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Two sizes of cardboard: 50x130 or 70x180 mm.
Each product has an identification label with
EAN code and product code
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UNI 7914 DIN 5256127 N

L
mm

capacity
mm Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 12÷25  140  5 U01270003D
 19÷60  185  5 U01270004D

UNI 7914 DIN 5256127 PN

L
mm

capacity
mm Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 12÷25  130  5 U01270023D
 19÷60  175  5 U01270024D

UNI 7915 DIN 5254128 N

L
mm

capacity
mm Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 10÷25  140  5 U01280003D
 19÷60  180  5 U01280004D

UNI 7915 DIN 5254128 PN

L
mm

capacity
mm Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 10÷25  140  5 U01280023D
 19÷60  180  5 U01280024D

131 AX

L
mm Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 U01310150D160  1

131 AXP

L
mm Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 U01310160D160  1

ISO 5745133 AX

L
mm Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 U01330150D160  1

133 AXP

L
mm Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 U01330160D160  1
 U01330161D200  1

 134

a
mm

a
mm

L
mm Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 250  42

 50

 5 U01340002D

a
mm

 44

� 1600 N/mm2

ø max mm
 1,6

� 1600 N/mm2

ø max mm
a

mm
 1,6  44
 1,6  71

Pliers with straight nose for internal 
circlips
- Precision model
- Spring steel tips inserted into the nose: longer life 

compared to the standard tips
- Support surface of the rings between the tips and the 

nose
- Spring integrated in the body
- Handles sheathed in anti-slip PVC
- Protective enamelled finish

Pliers with nose bent at 90° for internal 
circlips
- Precision model
- Piano wire tips inserted into the nose: longer life 

compared to the standard tips
- Support surface of the rings between the tips and the nose
- Spring integrated in the body
- Handles sheathed in anti-slip PVC
- Protective enamelled finish

Pliers with straight nose for external 
circlips
- Precision model
- Piano wire tips inserted into the nose: longer life 

compared to the standard tips
- Support surface of the rings between the tips and the nose
- Spring integrated in the body
- Handles sheathed in anti-slip PVC
- Protective enamelled finish

Pliers with nose bent at 90° for external 
circlips
- Precision model
- Piano wire tips inserted into the nose: longer life 

compared to the standard tips
- Support surface of the rings between the tips and the 

nose
- Spring integrated in the body
- Handles sheathed in anti-slip PVC
- Protective enamelled finish

Flat extra-long nose pliers with 
straight jaws
- Knurled gripping surface
- Open hinge with forged joint
- Ergonomic bimaterial grip
- Hanging holes at the ends for safety lock systems
- Chrome plated finish

Flat extra-long nose pliers with jaws 
at 45°
- Knurled gripping surface
- Open hinge with forged joint
- Ergonomic bimaterial grip
- Hanging holes at the ends for safety lock systems
- Chrome plated finish

Half-round extra-long nose pliers with 
straight jaws
- Suitable for gripping and cutting operations in 

precision engineering
- Pointed nose with knurled gripping surface
- Additional induction hardening on cutting edges
- Ideal to cut soft, semi-hard and hard wire
- Open hinge with forged joint
- Ergonomic bimaterial grip
- Hanging holes at the ends for safety lock systems
- Chrome plated finish

Half-round extra-long nose pliers with 
jaws at 45°
- Suitable for gripping and cutting operations in 

precision engineering
- Pointed nose with knurled gripping surface
- Additional induction hardening on cutting edges
- Ideal to cut soft, semi-hard and hard wire
- Open hinge with forged joint
- Ergonomic bimaterial grip
- Hanging holes at the ends for safety lock systems
- Chrome plated finish

Lock-grip pliers with concave  
jaws
- Special Chrome Vanadium steel jaws
- Pressed sheet steel body
- Nickel plated finish
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ISO 5746150 AX

L
mm Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 U01500150D160  5
 U01500151D180  5
 U01500152D200  5

 160

ø punches
mm Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 U01600001D 2-2,5-3-3,5-4-4,5  1

ISO 8976178 N

a
mm

L
mm Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 180  30  1 U01780011D
 250  44  1 U01780012D

ISO 8976180 B

a
mm

L
mm Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 250  36  1 U01800031D

ISO 8976180 C

a
mm

L
mm Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 250  36  5 U01800010D

ISO 8976180 V

a
mm

L
mm Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 250  36  5 U01800015D

ISO 5748182 AX

L
mm Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 U01820151D160  5
 U01820152D200  5

UNI 7926147 AX

Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 U01470150D 1

135 B

L
mm

a
mm

c
mm Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 250  110  50  1 U01350510

k
max mm2 L

mm
a

mm
 7  160  35

2100 N/mm2

ø max mm
a

mm
 1,8  33
 2  36
 2,2  42

� 2000 N/mm2

ø max mm
a

mm
 2
 2,5

 7
 7

Lock-grip rack-type pliers with long 
jaws
- Forged jaws
- Toothing designed for a perfect grip even on round 

surfaces 
- Patented opening system integrated in the handles 
- Roller grip adjustment integrated in the handle 
- 5-positions rack

Combination pliers
- Nose with knurled inner surface to grip flat 

material 
- Knurled gripping area to hold round material
- Additional induction hardening on cutting edges
- Ideal to cut soft , semi-hard and hard wire
- Open hinge with forged joint
- Ergonomic bimaterial grip
- Hanging holes at the ends for safety lock systems
- Chrome plated finish

Punch pliers
- Revolving model with six interchangeable punches
- Handles sheathed in PVC

Wire strippers
- For single-pole and multi-wire conductors with 

insulated thin wires 
- Screw for regulating stripping depth 
- Open hinge with forged joint
- Ergonomic bimaterial grip
- Hanging holes at the ends for safety lock systems
- Chrome plated

Lay-on slip-joint adjustable pliers
- 8-position model
- Handles sheated in PVC
- Sandblasted enamelled finish
- Steel body
- Security block, fingers protected in every opening position

Semiautomatic adjustable pliers
- Integrated regulation button
- 12-position model
- Quick and precise rack
- Box-joint system
- Self-locking
- High frequency treatment of the jaws
- Steel body totally forged
- Burnished with  protective enamelled finish
- Ergonomic handles studied to apply extreme force

Box-joint adjustable pliers
- 7-position model
- Handles sheathed in PVC
- Special Chrome Vanadium steel body
- Enamelled finish

Box-joint adjustable pliers
- 7-position model
- Special Chrome Vanadium steel body
- Enamelled finish

End cutting nippers
- Additional induction hardening on cutting edges
- Ideal to cut soft, semi-hard and hard wire
- Fulcrum closer to the cutting edge to reduce effort 

during cutting operations
- Open hinge with forged joint
- Ergonomic bimaterial grip
- Hanging holes at the ends for safety lock systems
- Chrome plated finish
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ISO 2725-1235 1/2” EN

W
mm

b
mm

L
mm Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 8  13,1  36  5 U02352103D
 9  13,8  36  5 U02352104D
 10  15,3  36  5 U02352105D
 11  16,5  36  5 U02352106D
 12  17,8  36  5 U02352107D
 13  18,9  36  5 U02352108D
 14  20,2  36  5 U02352109D
 15  21,4  36  5 U02352110D
 16  22,6  36  5 U02352111D
 17  24,1  36  5 U02352112D
 18  25,4  36  5 U02352113D
 19  26,6  36  5 U02352114D
 20  27,4  36  5 U02352115D
 21  29,1  38  5 U02352116D
 22  30,4  38  5 U02352117D
 23  31,6  38  5 U02352118D
 24  32,7  38  5 U02352119D
 25  34,1  38  5 U02352120D
 26  35,4  38  5 U02352121D
 27  36,6  44  5 U02352122D
 28  37,9  44  5 U02352123D
 29  38,7  44  5 U02352124D
 30  40,4  44  5 U02352125D
 32  42,5  44  5 U02352127D

ISO 5749185 AX

L
mm Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 U01850151D140  5
 U01850152D160  5

ISO 9242199

a
mm

L
mm Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 190  15  5 U01990010D
 225  17  5 U01990015D

 ISO 3315237 A 1/2”

b
mm

L
mm Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 260  38,4  1 U02370106D

ISO 3315237 A 1/4”

b
mm

L
mm Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 120  24,3  1 U02370102D

UNI 6743 ISO 691276 CE

W
mm

a
mm

L
mm Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 7  10,7  398  1 U02760401D
 8  12  398  1 U02760402D
 10  14,6  431  1 U02760404D
 12  17  434  1 U02760406D
 13  18,7  466  1 U02760407D
 14  20,7  466  1 U02760408D
 16  22,2  499  1 U02760410D
 17  23,4  499  1 U02760411D

ISO 11168278 N

W
mm

a
mm

L
mm Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 16  22  270  1 U02780011D
 18  25  270  1 U02780013D
 19  25  270  1 U02780014D

2200 N/mm2

ø max mm
a

mm
 1,4  17
 1,6  20

IP51
PROTEZIONE DA 

POLVERE E ACQUA

IP51
PROTEZIONE DA 

POLVERE E ACQUA

201

blade
mm ”

L
mm Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 150  6  237  10 U02010001D

 204

L
mm

a
mm

� 400 N/mm2

max mm
� 600 N/mm2

max mm Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 200  48  1  0,7  1 U02040002D
 250  58  1,2  0,8  1 U02040004D
 300  75  1,5  1  1 U02040006D

Hexagonal sockets
- Special Chrome Molybdenum steel
- Chrome plated finish

Diagonal cutting nippers
- Lengthened and pointed head
- Clean and precise cut even on the extremities of 

cutting edges
- Additional induction hardening on cutting edges
- Ideal to cut soft, semi-hard and hard wire
- Fulcrum closer to the cutting edge to reduce effort during 

cutting operations
- Open hinge with forged joint
- Ergonomic bimaterial grip
- Hanging holes at the ends for safety lock systems
- Chrome plated finish

Pincers for cement layers
- Carbon steel
- Phosphatized finish

Hacksaw frame
- Light model for 150 mm blades
- Steel bow
- Supplied with Super Rapid steel blade (32 teeth 

per inch)

Shears for sheet steel
- American model with wide straight blades

Reversible ratchet with sealed 
mechanism (certified IP51)
- Model with 72 teeth and angle of action of 5° 
- Knob-turn reversal system
- Sealed mechanism certified IP51
- Higher resistance in comparison to standard ratchets, 

because of the new patented pawl
- Forged steel body with double T section: lightness and 

resistance
- Conical bimaterial handle for safe and perfect grip
- Handle with hole for hanging on tool-holding panels
- Chrome plated finish

Reversible ratchet with sealed 
mechanism (certified IP51)
- Model with 72 teeth and angle of action of 5° 
- Knob-turn reversal system
- Sealed mechanism certified IP51
- Higher resistance in comparison to standard ratchets, 

because of the new patented pawl
- Forged steel body with double T section: lightness and 

resistance
- Conical bimaterial handle for safe and perfect grip
- Handle with hole for hanging on tool-holding panels
- Chrome plated finish

T-handle wrenches with jointed 
hexagonal socket
- Universal joint model with friction-spring to allow 

presetting of the socket at the desired angle
- Removable sliding bar

T-handle spark plug wrenches with 
jointed socket
- Hexagonal opening
- Rubber gasket for retaining the spark plug
- Removable sliding bar
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ISO 7738285

W
mm

L
mm

b
mm Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 6  115  4,0  1 U02850701D
 7  122  4,1  1 U02850702D
 8  133  4,6  1 U02850703D
 9  138  4,6  1 U02850704D
 10  145  5,1  1 U02850705D
 11  155  5,2  1 U02850706D
 12  162  5,4  1 U02850707D
 13  170  5,7  1 U02850708D
 14  180  5,9  1 U02850709D
 15  185  6,1  1 U02850710D
 16  195  6,6  1 U02850711D
 17  202  6,6  1 U02850712D
 18  208  7,4  1 U02850713D
 19  216  7,4  1 U02850714D
 20  224  7,5  1 U02850715D
 21  233  8,3  1 U02850716D
 22  248  8,6  1 U02850717D
 23  257  8,9  1 U02850718D
 24  267  8,9  1 U02850719D
 25  274  9,8  1 U02850720D
 26  285  9,8  1 U02850721D
 27  295  9,8  1 U02850722D
 28  305  9,8  1 U02850723D
 29  320  10,5  1 U02850724D
 30  340  10,5  1 U02850725D
 32  355  11,0  1 U02850726D
 34  390  11,0  1 U02850727D
 35  430  11,5  1 U02850728D
 36  440  12,8  1 U02850729D

ISO 691285 KA

L
mm

W
mm Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 6  128  1 U02856006D
 7  140  1 U02856007D
 8  140  1 U02856008D
 9  149  1 U02856009D
 10  158  1 U02856010D
 11  165  1 U02856011D
 12  171  1 U02856012D
 13  178  1 U02856013D
 14  190  1 U02856014D
 15  199  1 U02856015D
 16  208  1 U02856016D
 17  225  1 U02856017D
 18  236  1 U02856018D
 19  247  1 U02856019D
 22  287  1 U02856022D
 24  320  1 U02856024D

UNI 6749 ISO 2236289 N

W
mm

a
mm

L
mm Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 5  8,8  95  1 U02890101D
 24  33,7  180  1 U02890121D

294 AD

a
mm

L
mm Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

150 - 6" 23  1 U02940012D
200 - 8" 33  1 U02940013D

250 - 10" 38  1 U02940014D

UNI 6750    ISO 2236298

W
mm

b
mm

c
mm

L
mm Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 5  75  25  188  1 U02980252D
 5,5  75  30  188  1 U02980253D
 6  75  35  188  1 U02980254D
 7  75  35  193  1 U02980255D
 8  75  50  193  1 U02980256D
 10  85  50  198  1 U02980258D
 13  85  50  188  1 U02980261D

ISO 2380324

L
mm

axbxc
mm Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 0,5x3x75  169  1 U03240401D
 0,8x4x100  204  1 U03240403D
 1x5,5x125  234  1 U03240407D
 1x5,5x150  259  1 U03240408D
 1,2x6,5x150  270  1 U03240410D
 1,2x8x200  325  1 U03240411D

ISO 2380324 D

L
mm

axbxc
mm Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 0,4x2,5x50  144  1 U03240426D
 0,5x3x75  169  1 U03240427D
 0,6x3,5x100  204  1 U03240428D
 0,8x4x100  204  1 U03240429D
 1x5,5x125  234  1 U03240431D
 1,2x6,5x150  270  1 U03240433D

s
mm

 11,4
 14,2
 16,3

ISO 2936 280 T

a
mm

a
mm

L
mm

�
gr Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 2  62  125  22  1 U02800130D
 3  75  150  26  1 U02800132D
 4  90  180  63  1 U02800134D
 5  105  210  100  1 U02800136D
 6  105  210  145  1 U02800137D

 284

L
mm

W
mm Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 21x22  315  1 U02840101D

T-handle hexagon keys
- For hex socket screws
- Special Chrome Vanadium steel
- Chrome plated finish with burnished tips up to size 

8 mm to ensure precision and perfect fit with the screw

Double ended offset bihexagonal ring 
wrench for scaffolds

Combination wrenches
- Thin open end angled at 15°
- Ergonomic grip
- Bihexagonal head bent at 15°

Reversible ratchet combination 
wrenches with locking ring
- Steel ring integrated in the bihexagonal head for 

better grip
- Open end with anti-slip system of the hexagon
- Integrated inversion lever
- Bihexagonal head and open end bent at 15°
- Working angle of 5°

Double ended offset tubular box wrenches
- Light-duty wrenches with hexagonal openings, 

manufactured from a drawn tube
- Transverse holes for drive bar 292

Adjustable wrenches with quick adjustment
- Quick adjustment by pulling back the roll
- Large capacity: opening +20% compared to the 

standard
- Double graduated scale: 

millimetres and inches
- Head angled at 22°
- Steel roll
- Hanging hole
- Chrome plated finish

Hexagonal socket spinners  
with grip
- Ergonomic three-material grip with soft covering, 

resistant to oils and chemicals
- Special Chrome Vanadium steel blade
- Chrome plated finish

Screwdrivers for slot-head screws
- Zinc-plated tip for high resistance to wear and 

corrosion
- Chrome Silicon Vanadium steel blade for excellent 

resistance to flexion
- Ergonomic three-material grip with soft coating, resistant 

to oils and chemicals
- Colour code on the handle for quick identification of the 

different shapes

Screwdrivers for slot-head screws
- For driving recessed studs or screws 
- Zinc-plated tip for high resistance to wear and 

corrosion
- Chrome Silicon Vanadium steel blade for excellent 

resistance to flexion
- Ergonomic three-material grip with soft coating, resistant 

to oils and chemicals
- Colour code on the handle for quick identification of the 

different shapes
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ISO 2380324 E

axbxc
mm

L
mm

W
mm Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 1,6x8x175  300  12  1 U03240508D
 2x12x250  375  14  1 U03240510D

ISO 2380324 L

L
mm

axbxc
mm Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 0,8x4x300  404  1 U03240420D

ISO 8764324 EPH

n°xa L
mm

W
mm Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 3x150  275  12  1 U03240515D

ISO 8764324 LPH

L
mmn°xa Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 1x250  359  1 U03240450D
 2x250  370  1 U03240451D

ISO 2380324 N

L
mm

axbxc
mm Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 0,8x4x35  91  1 U03240463D
 1x5,5x35  91  1 U03240464D
 1,2x6,5x35  91  1 U03240465D

ISO 8764324 NPH

L
mmn°xa Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 1x35  91  1 U03240468D
 2x35  91  1 U03240469D

ISO 8764324 PH

L
mmn°xa Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 0x75  179  1 U03240439D
 1x75  184  1 U03240440D
 1x100  209  1 U03240441D
 2x100  220  1 U03240442D
 3x150  275  1 U03240444D

ISO 8764324 PZ

L
mmn°xa Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 0x75  179  1 U03240456D
 1x75  184  1 U03240457D
 2x100  220  1 U03240458D
 3x150  275  1 U03240459D

324 TX

L
mmn°xa Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 T6x50  145  1 U03240471D
 T7x50  145  1 U03240472D
 T8x50  145  1 U03240473D
 T9x75  170  1 U03240474D

Screwdrivers for slot-head screws
- Model with long blade
- Zinc-plated tip for high resistance to wear and 

corrosion
- Chrome Silicon Vanadium steel blade for excellent 

resistance to flexion
- Ergonomic three-material grip with soft coating, resistant 

to oils and chemicals
- Colour code on the handle for quick identification of the 

different shapes

Screwdrivers for slot-head screws
- Model with hexagonal drive and hexagonal blade 

for powerful tightening, also with a wrench
- Zinc-plated tip for high resistance to wear and 

corrosion
- Chrome Silicon Vanadium steel blade for excellent 

resistance to flexion
- Ergonomic three-material grip with soft coating, resistant 

to oils and chemicals
- Colour code on the handle for quick identification of the 

different shapes

Screwdrivers for PHILLIPS® screws
- Model with hexagonal drive and hexagonal blade 

for powerful tightening, also with a wrench
- Zinc-plated tip for high resistance to wear and 

corrosion
- Chrome Silicon Vanadium steel blade for excellent 

resistance to flexion
- Ergonomic three-material grip with soft coating, resistant 

to oils and chemicals
- Colour code on the handle for quick identification of the 

different shapes

Screwdrivers for PHILLIPS® screws
- Model with long blade
- Zinc-plated tip for high resistance to wear and 

corrosion
- Chrome Silicon Vanadium steel blade for excellent 

resistance to flexion
- Ergonomic three-material grip with soft coating, resistant 

to oils and chemicals
- Colour code on the handle for quick identification of the 

different shapes

Screwdrivers for slot-head screws
- Stubby model
- Zinc-plated tip for high resistance to wear and 

corrosion
- Chrome Silicon Vanadium steel blade for excellent 

resistance to flexion
- Ergonomic three-material grip with soft coating, resistant 

to oils and chemicals
- Colour code on the handle for quick identification of the 

different shapes

Screwdrivers for PHILLIPS® screws
- Stubby model
- Zinc-plated tip for high resistance to wear and 

corrosion
- Chrome Silicon Vanadium steel blade for excellent 

resistance to flexion
- Ergonomic three-material grip with soft coating, resistant 

to oils and chemicals
- Colour code on the handle for quick identification of the 

different shapes

Screwdrivers for PHILLIPS® screws
- Zinc-plated tip for high resistance to wear and 

corrosion
- Chrome Silicon Vanadium steel blade for excellent 

resistance to flexion
- Ergonomic three-material grip with soft coating, resistant 

to oils and chemicals
- Colour code on the handle for quick identification of the 

different shapes

Screwdrivers for POZIDRIV®-SUPADRIV® 
screws
- Zinc-plated tip for high resistance to wear and 

corrosion
- Chrome Silicon Vanadium steel blade for excellent 

resistance to flexion
- Ergonomic three-material grip with soft coating, resistant 

to oils and chemicals
- Colour code on the handle for quick identification of the 

different shapes

Screwdrivers for TORX® screws
- Zinc-plated tip for high resistance to wear and 

corrosion
- TORX® profile optimized to adapt perfectly to the 

screw and increase torque transmission
- Chrome Silicon Vanadium steel blade for excellent 

resistance to flexion
- Ergonomic three-material grip with soft coating, resistant 

to oils and chemicals
- Colour code on the handle for quick identification of the 

different shapes
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 U07480001D

 U07490001D

 U07510002D

 329 N

L
mm

axbxc
mm Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

0,2x1,5x35 118  1 U03290001D
0,3x1,8x35 118  1 U03290002D
0,4x2,5x35 118  1 U03290005D

 329 NPH

L
mmn°xa colour

colour

Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

00x35 118  1 U03290021D

 329 NTX

n°xa colour L
mm acode

 T5x35  118  1 U03290041D
 T6x35  118  1 U03290042D

 746

k
mm2L

mm Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 235 0,5÷1 1,5÷2,5 4÷6  1 U07460001D

748

k
mm2L

mm Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 227 0,25÷0,5 0,5÷1,0 1,5÷2,5 4÷6  1

749

k
mm2L

mm Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 227 0,1÷0,35 0,5÷1,0 1,5÷2,5 4÷6 10÷16  1

751

k
mm2L

mm Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 215  0,5÷1 1,5÷2,5 4÷6  1

ISO 2380-1 324 H

axbxc
mm

L
mm

a
mm Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 1,2x6,5x150 270  10  1 U03240535D
 1,6x10x175 300  12  1 U03240537D

ISO 8764-1324 HPH

n°xa L
mm

a
mm Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 2x125  245  10  1 U03240542D

324 STX

L
mmn°xa Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 T10x75  179  1 U03240486D
 T15x75  184  1 U03240487D
 T20x100  220  1 U03240488D
 T25x100  220  1 U03240489D
 T27x100  220  1 U03240490D
 T30x125  245  1 U03240491D
 T40x150  275  1 U03240492D

345

a
mm

b
mm

L
mm Q.tà x conf.

 6  80  195  1 U03450116D

Square tip drifts
- Ergonomic three-material grip with soft coating,
 resistant to oils and chemicals
- Steel blade with square section

Screwdrivers with beating zone for slot-
head screws
- Model with hexagonal drive and hexagonal blade 

for powerful tightening, also with a wrench
- Metal rear dome to protect the beating zone 
- Zinc-plated tip for high resistance to wear and corrosion
- Chrome Silicon Vanadium steel blade for excellent 

resistance to flexion
- Ergonomic three-material grip with soft coating, resistant 

to oils and chemicals
- Colour code on the handle for quick identification of the 

different shapes

Screwdrivers with beating zone for 
PHILLIPS® screws
- Model with hexagonal drive and hexagonal blade 

for powerful tightening, also with a wrench
- Metal rear dome to protect the beating zone 
- Zinc-plated tip for high resistance to wear and corrosion
- Chrome Silicon Vanadium steel blade for excellent 

resistance to flexion
- Ergonomic three-material grip with soft coating, resistant 

to oils and chemicals
- Colour code on the handle for quick identification of the 

different shapes

Screwdrivers for TORX® Tamper 
Resistant screws
- For safety screws 
- Zinc-plated tip for high resistance to wear and 

corrosion
- Chrome Silicon Vanadium steel blade for excellent 

resistance to flexion
- Ergonomic three-material grip with soft coating, resistant 

to oils and chemicals
- Colour code on the handle for quick identification of the 

different shapes

Screwdrivers for slot-head screws
- Ergonomic handgrip with revolving head for 

precision screwing action
- Special Silicon Chrome Vanadium steel blade
- Chrome plated finish with burnished tip

Screwdrivers for PHILLIPS® screws
- Ergonomic handgrip with revolving head for 

precision screwing action
- Special Silicon Chrome Vanadium steel blade
- Chrome plated finish with burnished tip

Screwdrivers for TORX® screws
- Ergonomic handgrip with revolving head for 

precision screwing action
- Special Silicon Chrome Vanadium steel blade
- Chrome plated finish with burnished tip

Crimping pliers for non-insulated open 
and closed terminals
- Model with screw-cutter, wire-cutter and wire-

stripper
- PVC handgrip
- Body in cut sheet steel

Crimping pliers for non-insulated open 
terminals
- Jaws in microcast steel
- Body in pressed sheet steel

Crimping pliers for non-insulated 
closed terminals
- Jaws in microcast steel
- Body in pressed sheet steel

Crimping pliers for pre-insulated 
terminals
- Rack model for progressive and calibrated 

crimping pressure, with automatic jaw opening at 
the end of tightening

- PVC handgrips
- Jaws in microcast steel
- Sheet steel body
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